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ABVrEAC'r

Thifs report is the seftnd monthly progress report on the
Kati-yurpose coll.ctivtl p•0tector feasibility study
authorized by UIlA 8079a. I\4ti-pirp6bse collective pro-
tector design reiuirements afe presented and the 1962
work effort is proposed. The feasibility and need for
collective CE protection haa been emphasized. in InRR-SD-156.
In 1962 it is proposed that:

I. A family of mdti-parpose collective protection
units be theoretically designed for shelters in
the 50 to 2500 occupant size range.

2. One demonstration unit be designed and fabricated.

3. Ixperimental york leading to the development of a
catalytic pyrolyser be initiated.

mom *If C (*FV 10/61 )
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I. INfMDROCTION

This in the second and final monthly report on the Halti-Purpose
Collective Protector Feasibility study authorized by RIA 8079a.
The first monthly progress report, CV Report 3-0D-156, generally
established the feasibility of davelý,ping a dry heat collective
protector unit. This report outlnes and .deflnes the work that
should be accumplished in the next year to develop the dry beat
unit, and covers the work accomplished frcm 11-20-61 through
12-31-61.

During this report period the literature survey was continued.
Shelter and collective protector requirements were defined in more
detail, and the chemical engineering bacxground of Mr. A. Gensemer
was utilized in determining the facilities and test equipment neces-
sary to develop a CB pyrolyzer.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

To date, more than 80 references pertaining to the subjects of chemical,
biological, and radiological warfare and collective protection have been
reviewed. It has been found that the Convair Division Library has one
of the best, if not the best, collection of B and CW information in the
San Diego area. Even so, there is not adequate information on the specific
subjects of collective protection and air purification. Pertinent references
not available have been requested. From the documents reviewed it is con-
cluded that practically no work is In process in the area of malti-parpose
collective protection. Rovever, some of the documents indicate that con-
sidea•ble vork h"a been accomplished on now methods of air purification.
Thus the results of the literature survey to date indicate that the survey
msat be continued in specific areas.

Subject headings vhere pertinent information can be found are listed as
follows:

1. Chemical and Biological Warfare and Agents
2. Collective Protection
3. Shelters or Protective Shelters.
4. Air Purification
5 5. Atemos]hare Purification & Control on Naclear-Powered Submarines
6. Environmntal Control Systems for banned Space Vehicles
7. Catalytic Pyrolysis of Air Conteminants
8. Ventilation sad Air Conditioning of lardened Wissile Bases

Im poll _o__•_I V 10/41
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Background end up to date information is ase .d in the specific
subject ares oft

1. Current and candidate B and CW agent pbysical
charateri sties.

2. Metboda and techniques of air purification.
3. Catalytic pyrolysis of air contmximanta.

In these areas the library information must be kept up to ate through
constant review of AMIA abstracts and procuremnt of pertinent docunents.

When the Literature survey has progressed to where background informstion
is up to date, personnel at govarnment agen•ies and companies working in
the specific amaa of interest must be consulted. Personnel and/or
goverutent agencies that should be contacted are listed " follove:

1. U.S. Army Chemical Warfare Laboratories, Chemical Warfare
Center, Maryland.

2. U.S. Army Biological Warfare Laboratourles, Ft. Detrick,
Maryland

3. Chemistry Division, U.S. Naval Rosearh Laboyetory,
Washington, D. C.
a. Mr. J. G. Christian or Mr. J. I. Joliwon for

catalytic pyrolyuis information.
4. Naval Biological Laboratory, School of Public Helth,

University of California.
5. Dr. Benoit, olectric Boat Division of General Dynamics,

Groton, Conn.

It will be mandatory that these contacts be established a soon
possible in the coming yoe" to gain mximua benefit from prior work
in specific ares.

A. CI-Protecttve Shelter

One problem of defining the design re iremnte governing the
internal envirolmen of protective shelters is the degree of
comfort that can be economioally provided. The degree of dis-
comfort that shelter occupants can tolerate for the 14 day time
period must be AnowD. In other words what are the aminim
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ventilation and space requiremnts per occupant. Reference 1,
reports the results of stuadies of the effects of body and tobacco
smoke odors on man and presents the ventilation requirements for
the rzval of these odors from enclosed structures. For a single
ventilation system, the minimam air space and outdoor air supply
required per person vere obtained by extrapolating the results of
laboratory experim•-s and shelter occupancy tests; they are as
follows:

1. In hot weather, 20 aft of fresh air (Refrigeration
m e required) and 100 cubic feet of space per
person.

2. In t!m ul weather, 10 cfm of fresh air ad 70
cubic feet of space per person.

3. Zn colt weather, 7 aft of fresh air and 50 cubic
feet of a W a per person.

In addition Reference 1 recommended:

1. That a system for recirculating indoor air through
Sactivated charcoal filter to remove odorous
vapors be installed inside all closed. shelters.

2. That a smell socking room for a limited number of
occupants be instelled inside large shelters. This
is probably a luxury which will met be provided.

This information is in general agreement with the conclusion
reached in the first monthly progress report that 15 at per
person should be the ainimum design ventilation requirement.
However, with adequate rectrculation through an air conditioner
(Ventilation system longer simple) the outside fresh air
cn be reduced to 20% of the mininam reoirement.

Consideration mast be given to the possible variation in the
umber of occupents of a particular shelter in defining design
reqpirem ats. For example, the environmntal control system
for a 100 occupant shelter shuld. be able to provide, with a
reduction in the degree of cosort, adeunate ventilation for
possibly 150 occupants. With this consideration in mind the
design relr -mts for enviromnutal control of a protective
shelter am be defined as shown in Table I. These requiremnts
are used to sine air conditioning systems for shelters. With a
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75* F effective temperature approximately 50% of the shelter
occupants will be comfortable when local hot day design con-
di tions (from Reference 2) exist outside the shelter and the
number of occupaate is equal to the shelter design samber.
With an occupancy 50% greater than the design number the
effective teaperature will not exceed 80* F. Considering
that local ýiot day desIgn conditions are achieved or exceeded
only 2-1/2% of the total time &uring Jun through September
of a normal year, the majority of the shelter occupants will
be comfortable most of tas time even with a W% occupancy
overload. Table I is based on standard design practices from
Reference 2 cinsidering Reference I recomndations, and is
subJect to modification by the results of future shelter
habitability studies.

As recoomendod by Reference 1, all recirculated air should
be passed through an activated charcoal filter to remove
odors. One pound of activated coconut shell charcoal will
purify for one year 100 cubic feet in a air raid shelter.
Based on Table I this is one pound per year per peison. Air
Is generallj odor-free after passing through a 1/2 inch thick
activated chbatoal filter. It has a pressure drop of 0.2 inches
of vater at an airfl .v of 40 fpa, and is approximately 9%
efficient. A 1 inch thick filter has a presmure drop of 0.30
to 0.35 inceas of water at an airflov of ho fpa. These require-
mente are for odor removal and not for collective CM protection.
ommver, the charcoal can be iaureated to remve any trace of

toxic or irrlteat gases that m• pass through the collective
protector.

F"l,,,, , (11I .01?-mIh~ i iA' lllii
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TAM. I

PBDTBCTIVZ B.TIR NVfIROlUITAL COIMROL DBIGN
RECONUIDATIONS

Minimum Ventilation (Outside Air + Recriculation) Per Person 15 cfm

Outside Air Per Person (20% of Mn. Ventilation) 3 afm

Shelter Design Conditions
Nffective Temperature 75OF
Dry Baub Temperature - tg 80'F
Wet Bulb Temerature 69.6-F
Relative Humidity 60%
Air Velocity 15 25 5p
Bpaoe Per Person wf

Shelter Ventilation (Outside Air + Reariculation)
booed on 307 temperature difference between shelter design
dry bulb, ts, and air inlet dry bulb, tl, or 15 cft per person
depending upon which ventilation rate is larger.

Shelter Pressurisation Above Outside Ambient 0.5 in. 120

C0 7 T"-1
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B. Milti-Purmose Collective Protector

The collective protector oust purify air contaminated with
chemical, biological, and radioactive particles and toxic gala.
Chemical and biological varfare particles will probably h•ve
diameters in the 0.1 to 1.6.'" range, the range of maximnm lung
retention. The atomic bomb air burst debris particle diamete
is expected to be in the 0.03 to 0.3 micron range (Reference 3).
Naturally occuring and industrial dust particle diaemters range
from less than 0.1? up to the size of lint, leaves, and insects.
(Reference 2) There is a strong indication that the number of
viable organisms (bacteria, virus, etc.) normally present in the
atmosphere are agglomerated into particles larger than 5,o` (Refer-
ence 4). Prom this Information It can be concluded that all
outside air entering a protective shelter mist pass through a
filter capable of rex ving particles with diameters as emil as
0.1,M and possibly &a smil as .03,P , to remove radio-active
r 1-cles. Two filters in series, one to reove the larger @ise
alma probably higher concentration) dust particle and one to

re ove the small size radioactive particle, will be required.
Automatic moving-curtain viscous-iupinSuint filters of the roll
type are coimrcially available for the first filter. Zither an
automatic dry type air filter or an electronic air cleaner Would
be conhidered for the second filter. Bach filter should be de-
signed for a nominal face velocity between 300 and 4S0 fyo and a
maximu resistance of 0.5 inches of water.

The air filters will not remove toxic Seas or all biological
warfare particles (some types of virus are 100 times mailer
than bacteria), so additional air purification is necessary. Hoist

heat, dry heat, and ultraviolet radiation were considered in the
first nonthly progres report and dry heat appeared best for
sterilization and gas pyrolysis. New concepts in air purification
were considered as part of the research work reported in Reference 5.
The concepts considered were too heavy for portability by one me&,
but may be applicable to collective protectors where weight and
portability is not a problem. The new air purification concepts
considered in Reference 5 are:

1. Diffuse oxygen through membranes that would be seleotive
for m=ygm.

i-/11/11I111•" Ws'-""""#/61
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2. Prodce oxygen electrochemically from water, with the
hydrogen reburned with contaminated air to reform water.
Energy liberated from hydrogen combustion could be
removed as electrical energy (%-02 fuel cell) to reduce
the quantity of supplementary power necessary to perform
the electrolysis.

3. Pyrolysis of toxic gauss. Wyn toxic gases are decom-
posed at temperatures less than 200*C (392;). Several
d€om~po* only at elevated temperatures: CO (8000C),
SA (250oC), and tear and vomit goas.

4. Catalytically oxidize gumes. ame as 3 above but with
a catalyst added. Iopcalite is an active oxid~tion
catalyst.

5. Absorb oxygen on an organic material such a" salcomine.

Evolve oxygen from alcomine bed.

6. Use refrigeration system to condense toxic gases.

7. Take advantage of paramegnetic properties of oxygen to
channel only oxygen in desired direction.

The catalytic pyrolysis feasibility indicated in Reference 5 adds
confidence to the conclusion that this approach should be experimentally
developed. Also, new concept 6, using refrigeration to condense toxic
gases, is feasible for collective protection, and should be studied. The
heat removed by the refrigeration system in condensing toxic gases can be
recovered by adding it to the purified air stream. From the concepts con-
sidered in Reference 5, it can be concluded that a portion of the future
collective protection effort should be devoted to keeping up with the
"State of the Art" of air purification techniqaes.

A sehematic of a fe•aible mllti-purpose collective protection system is
shown in Figure 1. All components except the Catalytic Pyrolizer are
relatively short term development Items. Dettil denign requirements
depend upon thb shelter loads and the pyrolizer requirements. Design
studJes Choufldbe initiated to size multipurpose collective protection
units for 50, 100, 250, 500 occupant shelter. These studies should
Include the determination of thý. type and size of motor gen_.rator unit

Z=1
lVP 09-1 C/////00//
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required as well ts the most effective means of utilizing waste heat for
pyrolysis. The component arrangement shown In Figure 1 is a tenative
practical arrdngement but not necessarily the most efficient or optimu.
The combination of components into a compact portable unit must also be
considered. Tenative pyrolyzer sizes can be determined assuming 600*7
pyrolysis.

The primary future experimental effort should be directed towards development
of the catalytic pyrolizer. The first step in this development Is the
determination of the catalytic pyrolysis time-temperature relationships
necessary to neutralize CW and kill BW agents. Active catalysts must also
be determined and evaluated. Reference 4 reports the use of a pyrolyzer
instrument built by the Canadian Goverzent for the detection of Si agents.

A heater or pyrolyzer decomposes protein in the air and detects the BCN
(a lethal CW .gent) formed by the decomposition. Reference 6 reports the
use of opealite as a catalyst in a catalytic combustion unit for aerosols
in nuclear submarines. Hopcalite iao found to be a good catalyst for the
combustion of hydrocarbons of several structural types as well a-. for the
cobustion of a number of oxygenated organic compounds. With the exception
of methane, all the compounds studied were converted essentially quantitatively
to carbon dioxide and .wter at 300°(572°F) to 4O0°C(752*F). A more detailed
investigation of the work reported in these two referu.ces appears to be the
starting point in the development of a catalytic pyrolyzer.

IV. TEST MQUIRENS

A. Procedure

It appears feasible to desig and fabricate a small experimental
catalytic pyrolyzer where the catalyst can be changed and the pyrolysis
temperature controlled fimn approximately 400 to 1000F. The time-
temperature relationship for catalytic pyrolysis of air contaminants
can be determined with this unit by passing known quantities of conts.-
inated air through the unit maintained at a fixed temperature, and
analyzing samples of the inlet and outlet air. The time of exposure at
a fixed temperature can be varied by varying the quantity of contaninated
air passed through the unit. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of
the tentative test arrangement. An aerosol generator will be requi red
to contaminate the air. Incapacitating CW agenta such as tear gL
and BW agent simulants can be used Initially. Inlet and outlet air

r77 ~~~ 7 +_

room$104C I EV 0161
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samples can be collected and analyzed In a separate laboratory or
Instnmentation can be procured for continuous analysis during test.
The cost of the laboratory Instrumentation for separate sample analysis
is less than that for continuous analysis but the manhour expenditure
is greater for separate analysis.

B. Test Requirements

The laboratory facilities required to determine BW and CW agent catalytic
pyrolysis time temperature relationships are listed as follows:

1. A supply of temperature and humidity controllable air In the flow

range of 0 to 15 lb/mmn.

2. An aerosol generator. Reference 6 describes a simple portable unit.

3. B5 agent simulants and incapacitating CW agents such as tear gas,
plus facilities for the storing and handling of these agents.

r. Miscellaneous piping, ducting and valves.

The Thermodynamics Laboratory hors the required airflov facJlities.
U.S. Army Chemical and Bjolog~cal I-boratorles should be contacted for
recommendations on handling *nd other facilities. Figure 2 owc sed
tenative test ssheimnte. Control valves will be required to cidjsst the
aerosol concentration.

C. astrumentati on

Tagnerature, pressure, flow, gas analysis, and aerosol Instrumentation
will be required to develop the catalytic pyroloymer. Standard
teolerature, pressure, and flow Instrumentation available at the

ftics 1Abozmtory can be used. 7be gas analysis, and aerosol

instruientation is more complex and =mut be tboroughly Investigated to
determine the moot simple and economical instrumentation necessary.
an gas or -erosol concentration at the inlet and outlet of the

pyrolyer must be detezmitsd. In the case of aerosols this Is done
by counting the particles in a known quantity of air. The mass medikn

diameter and the number dimewter of the aerosol must also be determined.

Available artole count must be mBde before and after pyrolysis .hen
BW aeomels are used. Types of instrnmentation for gas ,An aerosol
analysis are listed as follows:

1. Aerosol Conoentratlon

a. GMvimetric analysis by passing a known volume of stream through

I I 1,17 1 7- -

ME~~~ WoCI Vt/of1 
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a glassfiber filter and weighing material collected.
b. Light scattering method. Particles down to 0.14 detected and

measured.

2. Mass Median and Number Diameter of Aerosol

a. Light-scattering method (Reference 6) particles down to 0.1)P

b. Air dilution method (Reference 4)

c. Electron microscopic examination of samples of the aerosol
collected with Jmpingers. (Reference 5) Particles smaller
than 0. 1 ?

d. Pass aerosols through a column filled with 1.5-mm load shot and
measure % pen-tration as . function of particle size.

3. NB Aerosol Viability Court

a. Blo-assays - standard biological laboratory method of
determining the number of live ornanilm as compured to the
totul number In & seLple.

4. Gas Analysis

a. Determine completeness of ccmbustion by measurment (f thb C02
produced by m..ans of a continuously recording infrared analyzer.

b. Gas chromatography - for trace contaminants

Oersat analysis

r7-7-7

Mau P12C NEW 0/40
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V. PROPOSED 1962 EFFORT

A. Objective

Chemical and biological warfare attacks are anticipated in
conjunction with atomic attack. Chemical and biological war-
fare agents with lethal dowe in the range of 1 to 50 particles
(0.1 to 1.6,m diamater) per liter of air have been developed.
Early warning detection in not satisfactory, so the t.ype of
attack will not be known when a protective shelter is ;iccupied.
For protection from radioactive fallout, a shelter occupancy
period of at least two weeks is recomunded. At least 3 cfm of
outside air will be required per shelter occupant. This outside
air can be contaminated Vith biological warfare particles,
chemical -warfare particles snd gases, and radioactive fallout
particles from either separate or combined attacks. Lethal
concentrations of all three 1-sarda are highly probable during
the two week occupancy period. Therefore, a shelter does not
provide complete protection unzI, a 'U•e required outside air in
purified.

The recent government interest in both military and civilian
protective shelters has been concentrated in the areas of shelter
location, size and construction. Approximately W00,000,000.00
is allotted for civilian defense shelters in the next fiscal year.
Most of this money will be used in surveys to locate and pre-
liminarily design shelters.

Since the emphasis has been on the shelter and not the required
air purification (collective protection), it will be necessary
to sell the gover unt agencies concerned on the need for col-
lectlve protection. Also, the literature survey revealed very
little information on military collective protect,,re and none on
milti-pArpose collective protectors, indicating that companies
are either not aware of the necessity for collective protection
or we keeping their work secret. Considering this infirmtion,
it is proposed that a demonstration aulti-purpose collective
protection unit be developed as soon as possible.

L a I0
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Complete (99.9%) CER protection for at least 14 days is required.
A relatively long term development effort is necessary to achieve
this degree of protection from current chemical and biological
warfare agents. Catalytic pyrolysis appears to be the air puri-
fication technique to develop since vaste heat from a shelters
motor denerator unit can be utilized. Also, the characteristics
of chemi cal and biological agents under development indicate that
the continuous develolpment of more effective air purification
techniques vill be necessary to maintain 99.9% protection. Agents
under development will have smaller particles (Dsimaters less than
.1," ) and a lethal dose lees than 10 particles per liter of air.

The study effort, to date, has establis-ed the feasibility of
developi.ng malti-purpose collective protection units. Auxiliary
power, air conditioning, and collective protection can be com-
bined into one efficient malti-purpose unit. Although a fair
degree of protection can be provided with automatic dust and s-
particulate filters, another air purification technique must be
devel ped to provide 99.9% protection for two week periods.
Catalyti.c pyrolysis appears to be the technique to develop. Besed
on the preceding information 1962 objectives are proposed as
follows:

I. Design, fabricate, and develop one deuonstration nulti-
purpose aollective.protectLn unit.

2. Initiate the experimental work necessary to develop a
catalytic pyrolyzer.

B. Task Definition

The study, design, developmont and experimental tasks necessary
to accomplish 1962 objectives are defined as follows:

1. Study Effort

a. To avoid duplication of effort, determine what
has been done and is being done in the areas of
collective C protection, air purification, and
protective shelters by

Continued Literature search.
Contacting experts in above areas.

117*7111
n o " , .* I t .., o .., ,1 V ý ý
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b. Investigate air pu-Ification methods and determine
those most applicable to multi-purpose collective
protection.

c. Through continued literature search, determine
physical characteristics of current and candidate
chemical and biological warfare agents and nuclear
warfare hazards.

d. Determine equipment and inatrumentation required

to initiate development of a catalytic pyrolyzer.

2. Design and Development Effort

a. Theoretically design a family of malti-purpose
collective protectors for the shelter size range
of 50 to 100 occupants assuming a catalytic
pyrolyzer can be developed to operate at 600*F.
Determine size, availability, and cost of components.

b. Design and fabricate one demonstration malti-purpose
collective protection unit without catalytic pyrolyzer,
for a 50 occupant shelter.

c. Design and fabricate one experimental test rig to
evaluate various types of catalytic pyrolyzers.

3. Experimental Effort

a. Initiate experimental testing to determine time-
temperature relationships for catalytic pyrolysis
of BW and CW agents.

b. Test demonstration unit as necessary t, establish
normal operation.

•m ~~~7 -/ -ISllyO/) /-
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